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Getting it right first time

What good learning content looks like

Moving from good to great

Learning for people, by people
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It’s all about the approach

Long lasting working relationships

Delivering fit for purpose solutions

Meeting expectations

> On time
> On spec
> On budget

> Understanding their culture
> Creativity, collaboration and communication
> Mutual trust and respect

> Consultative role
> Strategic advice
> Team work
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The brief
> New property management system 

to be introduced 

> All staff across the globe to be 
trained

> Six month deployment window

Our solution
> 55 hours of e-learning

> Translation into 10 
languages

> Audio

> Maintenance 
environment

> Over 5,500 learners completed 
the Basic Skills Module (YTD 
31/10/07)
> 19 out of 22 modules have an 
average score of 95%+ (the other 
three are getting 91%, 93% and 
93%)
> 85% thought the Assess Me 
was effective (sample size 6,553)
> 90% thought the language was 
clear (sample size 6,553)
> 81% thought interest was 
maintained (sample size 6,553)

> 47,389 modules completed 
(YTD 31/10/07)

Facts and figures
> Savings of over 50%

Case study (global reach) – Hilton
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Do you remember your first time?

A growing trend 

Challenging preconceptions 

e-Learning for beginners

> Turn scepticism into support
> ‘e-Learning’ not ‘e-telling’
> Infectious enthusiasm 

> Increase in e-enabled solutions
> Incorporating e-learning with classroom training

> Memorable for the right reasons
> Setting and meeting high expectations
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What does ‘good’ look like
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Engaging

Relevant

Effective

> Collaboration and discussion
> Opportunity to practise
> Conversational tone
> Eye contact

What ‘good’ looks like

> Recognisable and realistic scenarios
> Familiar choices
> Clear discussion of benefits and consequences
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Engaging

Relevant

Effective

> Collaboration and discussion
> Opportunity to practise
> Conversational tone
> Eye contact

What ‘good’ looks like

> Recognisable and realistic scenarios
> Familiar choices
> Clear discussion of benefits and consequences

> Improved performance – business results
> Fair tests – challenge them, don’t trick them
> Test and tell, don’t tell and test
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Put yourself in the storyboard

Use technology to add value

What ‘great’ looks like

> Don’t dilute your key messages
> Rethink rather than recycle
> Sometimes less can be more

> Keep the learner in mind
> Draw on your own learning experiences
> Peer reviews – a fresh pair of eyes
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Put yourself in the storyboard

Use technology to add value

Don’t pigeon hole yourself

What ‘great’ looks like

> Be more than one thing
> Keep yourself on your toes
> Don’t let yourself be labelled

> Don’t dilute your key messages
> Rethink rather than recycle
> Sometimes less can be more

> Keep the learner in mind
> Draw on your own learning experiences
> Peer reviews – a fresh pair of eyes
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Getting it right first time

What good learning content looks like

Moving from good to great

Conclusion



Thank you!


